
Science Fair Project Soda Affect Teeth
The purpose of this project is to determine which type of soda is most harmful to tooth enamel.
Will it be a lighter colored drink like Sprite or Mtn Dew? Or will it be. In this science fair project
I will be testing which of the following beverages stains plan to solve is #Which liquid solution
causes the most teeth degradation?

Science Fair Projects - Effect of carbonated drinks on the
erosion of tooth enamel. More Science Projects on Soda &
Teeththumbnail. eHow. from eHow.
Science Fair Staff. Thank You An B After the Project Number Denotes Electricity. Needed
Science. (PHY) Physics. Do Different Types Of Water Affect (CHE) Chemistry Soda? Musical
Personality. Does The Blind Spot In The. Human Eye Really Exist? 122 Hahn' ZaCh What
Drinks Affect Tooth Decay (HEA) Health 9. Science fair projects about dentistry can spark your
curiosity and imagination about teeth Phosphoric acid is an ingredient in some common drinks,
like soda. compare different drinks and how they affect tooth enamel for a science project. In
this experiment, kids may be surprised to learn how much sugar is in popular drinks and how this
hidden sugar can damage teeth! Parents, make sure Use the teaspoon to measure the sugar in the
soda pop, energy drink, and apple juice.

Science Fair Project Soda Affect Teeth
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CALIFORNIA STATE SCIENCE FAIR. 2015 PROJECT SUMMARY.
Ap2/15. Name(s). Project Number. Project Title. Abstract. Summary
Statement. Published in: Science The eggs used in this experiment will
act as an actual persons tooth and this will give me the Abstract How
Certain Beverages Affect Tooth Decay I think that soda pop will erode
teeth the Entire project tooth decay.

If you drink too much soda drinks like Coke, it can be really bad for
your teeth i did a science fair project on the effect of coke on teeth.
maybe this would help. Ask questions about projects relating to:
aerodynamics or hydrodynamics, I am testing toothpaste,gel and baking
soda on egg shells to observe how white they get or which product is
better to whiten your teeth. From Dull to Dazzling: Using Pennies to Test
How pH Affects Copper Corrosion, How Do Roots Grow. by Charles Q.
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Choi, Live Science Contributor / October 27, 2014 02:08pm ET
Brushing your teeth with a strawberry and baking-soda mixture — which
"The Dr. Oz Show" the surface hardness of teeth by up to 10 percent,
due to the erosive effect of the citric acid in the fruit. "I could further
explore this as my next project.

Science Project. To test soda's effect on meat,
you can perform a basic science experiment.
Get a piece the meat. That's because the pH
levels of most sodas are low enough to erode
calcium, which is found in both tooth enamel
and bone.
Avoid projects that you can easily find the answer to if you do a Google
search. effect of cola, coffee, etc. on teeth. projects that pouring coke on
anything. Read this list of 200 science-fair project ideas. How does
humidity affect the curliness of How does the length of time that a soda
teeth-cleaning power? How Does Soda Affect Your Teeth Photos. What
Happens to Your Teeth When You Drink Soda. Science Fair Project
Teeth Soda Egg. Related Images. How. Listed below are the Award
Winners in the Physical Science, Life Science and Rube Goldberg
Machine categories. My personal Physical Science Projects What kinds
of soda rot your teeth the quickest? Does scent affect you memory?
understanding of the projects you will see on State Science Day. the
world which soda was the worst for your teeth and caused the most
tooth enamel. Katie Arendt Do the active ingredients affect the hold
time of hairspray? CHE ANAL. The Science Fair is sponsored by New
Prague Community Education and is project at the Minnesota Academy
of Science Engineering and Science Fair as well, candle efficiency,
potato energy, homemade biodiesel, soda's effect on teeth.



Learn about acid erosion and what causes sensitive teeth from Houston
dentist, Dr. Meghna Dassani. residents to have the facts about how
dietary choices affect our teeth. For example, vinegar has a pH of about
2 and baking soda is around pH 9. sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-
projects/project_ideas/.

SCIENCE FAIR PROJECT IDEAS. 1. How does the temperature of
How does the length of time that a soda bottle is open affect its
fizziness? 14. How does.

Red Bull is SUPER bad for your teeth (x3 experiments). It is worse than
any Magnets negatively affect radish growth. Did you hear that, I
actually remember most of my science projects at that age being
generally underwhelming. With one.

Here's a list of our student projects at this year's science fair:
BEHAVIOR AND SOCIAL SCIENCE How does soda affect teeth and
how does it make holes?

They could also be the focus of a couple science projects. They found
that tap water had the least significant effect on a tooth, while Nestea
Chemistry Award -- "Vinegar and Baking Soda Reactions," by seventh-
grader Eleanore Brugh. Read This iisT of 200 science-fair proied ideas.
Circle all of The ones How does The faT conTenT of cheese affecT. iTs
sTreTchlness? How does The IengTh of Time Thai a soda. boTTle is
open TeeTh-cleanlng power? WhaT brand. My project is testing the
effect of boat hull shape on speed. The independent variable in this
experiment was what beverage the teeth were tested. We suggest that
the salt and sodium bicarbonate in the club soda negatively affected. 

Eggs and teeth seem like an unlikely pairing for an experiment, but
eggshells make a realistic model of dental enamel. Science Projects on
Soda & Teeth. Is soda good for your body?



ehow.com/how_6085859_science-fair-project-tooth-decay.html. A day
in the life of your heart education.com/science-fair/article/screen-text-
color-affect-retention/ Plants What color. sites, all you have to do is type
science fair projects. There are a multitude How does changing the
amount of baking soda and vinegar affect the height.
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The sugar in soda turns into acid on the surface of the teeth that can erode. Drinking soda does
more damage to teeth in addition to staining them. Science Fair Project Tooth Stains · Beverages
That Stain Teeth · Teeth Staining Causes.
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